CLASSROOM TABLES W/ MONITOR LIFTS

Enhance the function of your classroom with Enwork Classroom Tables. The fully integrated monitor lift mechanism easily stores classroom technology, while keeping it conveniently within reach.

Table Specifications

- Impression or Solano foot
- 30”D x 30”, 36”W (single) or 60”, 72”W (double)
- Available with or without Monitor Lift
- Steel inner & outer modesty panels conceal technology and cables, available with 5 standard paint options
- Includes cable trough in bottom of modesty for plug strip or hardwire power
- Ships assembled and includes cable management kit

Monitor Lift Specification

- Works with most flat screen 23” or smaller monitors (measured diagonally)
- Accepts monitors that adhere to VESA mounting brackets
- Maximum monitor weight 20 lbs
- Storage tray for keyboard and mouse beneath monitor
- Lift mechanism is engaged by gently pressing down the top of the lift

Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
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